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Abstract
We address an issue of semi-supervised learning on multiple graphs, over which informative
subgraphs are distributed. One application under this setting can be found in molecular
biology, where dierent types of gene networks are generated depending upon experiments.
Here an important problem is to annotate unknown genes by using functionally known genes,
which connect to unknown genes in gene networks, in which informative parts vary over
networks. We present a powerful, time-ecient approach for this problem by combining
soft spectral clustering with label propagation for multiple graphs. We demonstrate the
eectiveness and eciency of our approach using both synthetic and real biological datasets.
Keywords: Semi-supervised learning, graph integration, label propagation, soft spectral clustering,
EM (Expectation Maximization) algorithm
1 Introduction
We address the following problem. We have two inputs: 1) a set of labeled and unlabeled examples,
and 2) multiple (and dierent) graphs (or networks), in which each node corresponds to an example
and each edge indicates similarity between two linked corresponding nodes. We then attempt to
estimate labels of unlabeled examples by using connectivity of given multiple graphs. Fig. 1 (a)
and (b) show an example of our input with two dierent graphs, which share the same set of
nodes, some part being labeled (by green or red) and the rest being unlabeled (or no colors). This
problem is a kind of semi-supervised learning, which is practically useful because labeled examples
are hard to get in real world [1, 2, 3]. Our problem is in graph-based semi-supervised learning,
which can be classied into two types [4]: 1) supervised learning with unlabeled examples (semi-
supervised classication) [1, 2] and 2) unsupervised learning with constraints (semi-supervised
clustering) [5, 6]. Our problem setting is in the rst type but our proposed approach is slightly
related with the second type. We note that usual graph-based semi-supervised learning has one
single graph as an input, whereas multiple graphs are an input of our problem.
We can nd this problem setting in a lot of applications. One example is gene annotation,
in which some genes are already annotated but most of all genes are still functionally unknown,
despite of all experimental eorts in molecular biology [7, 8, 9]. However, the recent development
of experimental techniques in biology provides us with a rich number of gene networks, which
can be derived from dierent types of experiments, such as cDNA microarray, protein-protein
interactions and ChIP-on-Chip, which are all gene anity networks but capture dierent features
of gene similarity [10, 11, 12, 13]. Thus the purpose in this application is to assign functions of
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Figure 1: (a) and (b): Two example graphs of our input, and (c) A graph obtained by equally
integrating (a) and (b) simply.
unlabeled genes by using known genes and dierent graphs. Classifying web pages can be also
another example [14, 15]. A huge amount of homepages are in the Web, making us hard to assign
labels to all of them, but we can have multiple networks over the Web, such as hyperlinks and
a content similarity network, all indicating the similarity of web pages. Thus our objective here
is to assign class labels to unlabeled Web pages by using a small number of labeled pages and
given multiple graphs. Another example is to classify scientic papers, accumulated in academic
databases, such as PubMed, CAS (Chemical Abstract Service) and Citeseerx etc [16]. In fact,
currently PubMed has over 18 million papers, which far exceeds a manually tractable number
to classify them, but we can generate a lot of networks on these publications, such as the co-
author network, citation network, co-citation network and content-based network, etc., from the
information in PubMed. The purpose of this application is then to assign class labels to unlabeled
articles by using these graphs and a small number of labeled documents.
Since our problem setting assumes multiple graphs as an input, we cannot directly apply
an usual graph-based semi-supervised learning method to our setting, because such a method
accepts only one graph as its input. A simple way to use such an existing method is to merge
given graphs into a single graph. However, graphs dier in reliability, meaning that each graph
should be weighted, according to its consistency with labeled nodes. This case, the problem
is to estimate labels of unlabeled examples as well as weights (which hereafter we call graph
weights), each showing the signicance of the corresponding graph. Graph weights are reasonable
but practically it is not sucient to use graph weights only. For example, Fig. 1 (c) shows one
example of simply integrating two graphs of Fig. 1 (a) and (b) equally. Here each of (a) and (b)
has densely connected parts (or subgraphs) with high consistency in labels by which unlabeled
nodes can be predicted. However (c), a simple integration of (a) and (b), connects nodes almost
uniformly over the graph, by which information for labeling unknown nodes is rather lost. This
problem cannot be solved even if we use weights for two graphs: (a) and (b). Instead, in order to
address this problem, we need to think about that parts of a given graph have dierent reliability.
In fact, given a gene network from a cDNA microarray experiment, it is natural that a certain
subgraph (or a particular set of genes) is densely connected with each other and reliable, depending
on the experimental condition under which this cDNA microarray was obtained. This indicates
that graphs can have more reliable (or informative) subgraphs than other parts. For example, we
can easily decompose Fig.1 (a) into three subgraphs shown in Fig. 2 (a-1) to (a-3) in terms of
edge connectively. Here we can see that labels in (a-1) are relatively consistent, i.e. that nodes
are basically colored by green in (a-1). This means that (a-1) is reliable. Similarly nodes are
all colored by red in (a-3), meaning that (a-3) is totally consistent and reliable. On the other
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Figure 2: (a-1)-(a-3): Three subgraphs decomposed from Fig. 1 (a), and (b-1)-(b-3): Three
subgraphs decomposed from Fig. 1 (b).
hand, labels of nodes in (a-2) are inconsistent, meaning that this is an unreliable subgraph. We
hereafter call reliable subgraphs like (a-1) and (a-3), locally informative subgraphs, and we further
call graphs with locally informative subgraphs locally informative graphs. Thus subgraphs in
Fig. 2 (b-1) to (b-3), which can be derived from Fig.1 (b) by edge connectively, indicates that
(b-1) and (b-3) are locally informative subgraphs because of their high label consistency but (b-2)
is not a locally informative subgraph.
We propose an ecient approach for our problem setting, allowing to consider the situation
in which locally informative subgraphs can be overlapped with each other in each given graph.
Our approach is based on a combination of soft spectral clustering and label propagation. More
concretely, we rst decompose each given graph into eigenvector spectra by which multiple graphs,
representing latent clusters, can be generated. We perform this spectral decomposition over all
given graphs and then estimate graph weights over all generated graphs by using ecient label
propagation algorithm for multiple graphs [17]. Each graph weight shows the signicance of the
corresponding clustering component (or subgraph), meaning that our method can handle the
situation in which multiple locally informative subgraphs are overlapped with each other in each
given graph. In fact, spectral decomposition of our approach corresponds to that the graph of
Fig. 1 (a) is decomposed into three subgraphs of Fig. 2 (a-1) to (a-3). Then (a-1) and (a-3) are
locally informative subgraphs, while (a-2) is not, and thus we can assign relatively high weights
to (a-1) and (a-3) and a low weight to (a-2). We can conduct the same procedure to Fig. 1 (b),
which is rst decomposed into Fig. 2 (b-1) to (b-3), and we can then assign high weights to (b-1)
and (b-3) because they are locally informative subgraphs and a low weight to (b-2). Finally we
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Figure 3: A graph obtained by integrating six graphs in Fig. 2 with graph weights showing label
consistency.
can integrate all subgraphs, i.e. (a-1) to (a-3) and (b-1) to (b-3) with their weights by using label
propagation for multiple graphs. The integrated graph can be shown in Fig. 3, where each edge
reects upon the total sum of graph weights assigned to graphs with this edge. Note that as
shown by colored circles, the integrated graph of Fig. 3 has four subgraphs, corresponding four
locally informative subgraphs, which are obtained in (a-1), (a-3), (b-1) and (b-3) of Fig. 2. The
nal graph given in Fig. 3 can easily assign labels to unknown nodes by their connected edges,
while it would be not so easy by using the simply integrated graph in Fig. 1 (c). This example
shows the high potentiality and eectiveness of the proposed approach under our problem setting.
We stress that our problem setting has not been considered and tackled by any existing method
in graph-based semi-supervised learning. Furthermore, despite of the simpleness, our approach,
i.e. the combination of spectral decomposition with label propagation over multiple graphs, is
reasonable for our purpose in the literature of semi-supervised learning:
1. A disadvantage of current graph-based semi-supervised learning methods (including label
propagation) is that they are biased to the connectivity of graphs, meaning that local (or
node neighboring) information is emphasized. More concretely, graph-based semi-supervised
learning is an optimization problem to minimize a classication error plus a graph cost on
the label consistency between neighboring nodes, i.e. neighboring information. On the
other hand, spectral clustering pays attention to more global information, which can be a
complement to the drawback of graph-based semi-supervised learning.
2. The number of subgraphs (or components in clustering) in each graph is a priori unknown
and hard to decide. However, by using spectral decomposition, we can easily focus on
major cluster structures more by using eigenvectors with lower eigenvalues, which allows to
partially solve the problem of determining the number of clusters.
3. Both the soft spectral clustering and the label propagation are time-ecient, making our
method applicable to a large-scale network in real world, regardless of our complicated
problem setting. In particular, the real amount of computation of our method is linear in
the number of examples, which is far more time-ecient than a kernel-based approach of
using quadratic programming.
4. Our method outputs not only label scores but also graph weights for all generated graphs,
corresponding to latent clusters in given graphs. This allows us to easily nd what clusters
(or subparts) are the most informative and signicant in classication. This is an important
aspect in terms of knowledge discovery and data mining, and has not been considered by
other graph-based semi-supervised learning methods.
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We empirically demonstrate the performance and eciency of our proposed approach by using
a variety of datasets, including synthetic and real datasets. Experimental results clearly showed
the signicant performance achievements, the time-eciency over a large network and the output
comprehensibility of our method.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the current status on semi-supervised
or supervised learning over multiple graphs. In Section 3, we start reviewing two important com-
ponents of our proposed method: soft spectral clustering and label propagation over multiple
graphs. We then present our ecient approach for multiple graphs with locally informative
subgraphs which combines label propagation with spectral clustering. We further examine the
computational complexities of our approach, comparing with that of kernel-based approaches.
In Section 4, we validate the eectiveness and eciency of the proposed approach by using syn-
thetic datasets including locally informative subgraphs, comparing with existing methods of semi-
supervised learning over multiple graphs. The performance advantage of the proposed approach
was further conrmed by using real gene networks which were already used in the literature.
2 Related Work
Real graphs dier in reliability, by which graphs can be weighted when combined. This combina-
tion is not only in direct but also possible in a high-dimensional feature space by mapping nodes
in a graph onto such a space and running a kernel-based semi-supervised learning method over the
combined graph. By transforming each graph into a kernel matrix, this problem, as a classication
task, has been considered extensively in the context of multiple kernel learning. Technically meth-
ods in the multiple kernel learning have used semidenite programming (SDP) [18, 19, 20], latent
maximum entropy discrimination [21] and hyperkernels [22], etc. However, they have signicant
drawbacks in computational complexity: 1) A kernel matrix is not necessarily sparse but rather
dense, though a given graph is usually very sparse and useful for keeping low practical computa-
tion time. 2) More importantly, computationally intensive quadratic programming is included in
a part or the main step of the kernel-based procedure. This makes hard to apply them to a real,
large-sized graph even if an ecient algorithm such as sequential minimum optimization (SMO)
is used. In contrast, estimating graph weights as well as labels of unlabeled examples can be
solved by regarding this problem as a process of maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation [17].
The approach in [17] is label propagation by an EM (Expectation-Maximization) algorithm in
which labels of unlabeled examples and graph weights are estimated alternately. This algorithm,
which hereafter we call K-LP standing for the Kato et al.'s Label Propagation approach, is very
ecient and practically useful, since the amount of computation at each step is very small and
usually this algorithm can be converged with only a small number of steps.
The problem of graph classication under locally informative graphs was considered by Gonen
and Alpaydin who attempted to estimate node weights, by which the signicance of a part of each
given graph can be emphasized [23]. This algorithm, which hereafter we call LMK (Localized
Multiple Kernels), estimates node weights and node labels alternately at each iteration, where
a support vector machine (SVM) solver must be run. In addition, the cost function of LMK is
not convex, by which LMK requires a lot of trials on initial values. Thus the algorithm of LMK
suers from a high computational burden, making hard to run this algorithm in a real situation.
Furthermore, another serious drawback of this algorithm is that their framework limits the number
of locally informative subgraphs per graph to only one.
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3 Method
3.1 Preliminaries
Let X = fx1;    ; xNg be given N examples and G1; : : : ;GK be given K graphs (or networks).
That is, we have a node set X , for which we can dene dierent edge sets: E1; : : : ; EK , by which
we can have K graphs: G1; : : : ;GK . A graph (or an edge set E) can be dened by an N N node
similarity matrix W , where the (i; j)-element W (i; j) can be given by positive edge weight wi;j
between xi and xj (where wi;i = 0):
W (i; j) =

wi;j if (i; j) 2 E
0 otherwise.
Using W , we can dene graph Laplacian L as follows:
L =D  W ;
where D is a diagonal matrix with the i-th diagonal element di (=
P
j wi;j) (or diagonal ele-
ments of D can be dened by those of W1N , where 1N = (1; : : : ; 1)
T ). Similarly we can dene
normalized graph Laplacian L:
L = IN  D  12WD  12 ;
where IN is the N N identity matrix. We assume that given classes are binary and only rst
L ( N) examples (or nodes) are labeled and other N   L examples are unlabeled, due to the
nature of semi-supervised learning. That is, let y = (y1; : : : ; yL; 0; : : : ; 0) be labels of N examples,
where yn 2 f+1; 1g (n = 1; : : : ; L). Our purpose is to estimate label score z = fzL+1; : : : ; zNg,
from which we can predict the label of the n-th unlabeled example. For example, we can place a
cut-o value, and if zn is larger than this value, yn = +1; otherwise yn =  1.
3.2 Soft Spectral Clustering
We here explain a soft spectral clustering method on a given graph which will be used in our
proposed approach.
3.2.1 Spectral Decomposition
Given graph Laplacian L, let n (n = 1; : : : ; N) be the eigenvalues and vn (n = 1; : : : ; N) the
eigenvectors. Here let C be the number of clusters we try to obtain. A standard manner of C-way
spectral clustering is that we rst generate a matrix of C 1 eigenvectors with smallest eigenvalues
[24]:
V = (v1 : : :vC 1)
Let V i;j be the (i; j)-element of V , and  (xn) be a projection on xn into the spectral space with
C   1 dimensions:
 (xn) = (V n;1; : : : ;V n;C 1):
We then use  (xn) to clustering given examples xn (n = 1; : : : ; N). Typically, we can run k-means
over  (xn) (n = 1; : : : ; N), but k-means is disjoint clustering, which does not suit our purpose of
capture locally informative subgraphs that can be overlapped with each other.
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3.2.2 Soft Clustering in Spectral Space: Estimating a Mixture of von Mises-Fisher
Distributions
To implement our idea of soft clustering over the spectral space, we use a mixture of von Mises-
Fisher distributions, which are used for examples distributed over a spherical surface. This dis-
tribution is suitable for our purpose, because the most informative feature in the spectral space
on eigenvectors is the direction from the origin. We explain our procedure, according to [25].
Assuming that an input example is a real-valued vector x, the von Mises-Fisher distribution for
x can be written as follows:
p(xj; ) = Rh()eTx;
where h is the dimension of examples,  is the cluster center,  is the sample density, roughly
corresponding to the inverse of variance, and Rh() is the normalization term given as follows:
Rh() =
h=2 1
(2)h=2Ih=2 1()
;
where Ih() is the modied Bessel function of the rst kind of order h, which is given as follows:
Ih() =
1

Z 
0
e cos t cos(ht)dt:
A mixture of von Mises-Fisher distributions can then be given as follows:
p(xj;;) =
CX
c=1
cRh()e
c
T
c x;
where c is a mixture coecient, satisfying that c  0 and
PC
c=1 c = 1.
We use an EM (Expectation-Maximization) algorithm to estimate c and c for all c, keeping
c xed for all components
1, i.e. c =  for all c (c = 1; : : : ; C). The EM algorithm iterates the
following two steps, i.e. E- and M-steps, alternately until some convergence criterion is satised.
(E-step)
fc(xnjc)  Rh()e
T
c xn ; (1)
p(cjxn;c;)  
cfc(xnjc)PK
c0=1 c0fc0(xnjc0)
(2)
(M-step)
c  1
N
NX
n=1
p(cjxn;c;); (3)
c  
NX
n=1
xnp(cjxn;c;); (4)
c  
c
jjcjj
(5)
For our proposed algorithm which we will describe later, we need the probability that example
xn is in cluster c, i.e. p(cjxn;c;). For simplicity we write p(cjxn;c;) by p(cjxn) and
p(cjxn) (c = 1; : : : ; C; n = 1; : : : ; N) by p(CjX ). Fig. 4 is a pseudocode of our soft spectral
clustering procedure using a mixture of von Mises-Fisher distributions.
1We xed , because a standard estimation method for  gives only an approximation and in fact we empirically
found that it is hard to estimate a stable value for .
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Input : X ;W ; C
Output : p(CjX )
Soft spectral clustering(X ;W ; C)
1: Compute normalized graph Laplacian L from W
2: Compute  (xn) by eigenvalues and eigenvectors of L
3: xn   (xn) (n = 1; : : : ; N)
4: repeat
5: E-step:
6: Update fc(xnjc) (c = 1; : : : ; C; n = 1; : : : ; N) by (1)
7: Update p(cjxn) (c = 1; : : : ; C; n = 1; : : : ; N) by (2)
8: M-step:
9: Update c (c = 1; : : : ; C) by (3)
10: Update c (c = 1; : : : ; C) by (4) and (5)
11: until some convergence criterion is satised.
||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
Figure 4: Pseudocode of the soft spectral clustering algorithm.
3.3 Label Propagation
Label propagation is a time-ecient, powerful algorithm of semi-supervised learning for a graph [26].
We here review this algorithm in two cases: 1) a single graph [26] and 2) multiple graphs [17].
Here the multiple graphs case corresponds to K-LP, which will be used in our proposed approach.
3.3.1 Single Graph
For a single graph (or K = 1), the problem is to estimate z from given graph G (or W) and
label y. A label propagation algorithm for this problem attempts to minimize the sum of three
terms: 1) the least squares errors over labels, 2) a regularization term and 3) a term on the label
consistency of neighboring nodes:
z^ = argmin
z
JSG(z);
JSG(z) = Sqr
lX
n=1
(zn   yn)2 + Bias
NX
n=1
z2n + Net
X
i;j
W (i; j)(zi   zj)2;
where Sqr, Bias, Net are constants for weighting corresponding three terms. This can be rewrit-
ten as follows:
JSG(z) = Sqr(z   y)TG(z   y) + zT (BiasIN + NetL)z; (6)
where let G be the matrix with the following (i; j)-element G(i; j):
G(i; j) =

1 if i = j and i  l
0 otherwise.
The minimal label scores z^ can be easily obtained by setting the rst derivative of JSG(z) to
zero ( @JSG(z)@z = 0):
z^ =

G+
Bias
Sqr
IN +
Net
Sqr
L
 1
Gy:
We note that we can compute z very eciently, since this is just the solution of a linear equation,
keeping the sparseness of a given graph.
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3.3.2 Multiple Graphs (K-LP)
For multiple graphs, the simplest way is to integrate given multiple graphs equally, but a more
reasonable way is to consider the following weighted sum over K similarity matrices (or graphs)
W (1); : : : ;W (K):
WMG =
KX
k=1
ukW
(k);
where uk is a graph weight, i.e. a weight attached to each matrix, satisfying that uk  0. We
write u = fu1; : : : ; uKg. Note that if uk is uniform for all k, given graphs are combined equally.
The graph Laplacian of K graphs also can be introduced as follows:
LMG =
KX
k=1
ukL
(k);
where L(k) is the graph Laplacian of the k-th graph.
As in Eq. (6), the problem can be then dened as follows:
z^ = argmin
z
JMG(z;u)
JMG(z;u) = Sqr(z   y)TG(z   y) + zT (BiasIN + NetLMG)z (7)
We then have to estimate both graph weights u and label scores z. For this purpose, K-LP
uses an algorithm which repeats estimating the weights and the label scores alternately:
1. We set the initial value of the graph weight: uk =
1
k for all k (k = 1; : : : ;K), i.e. a uniform
distribution.
2. We repeat the following two steps alternately until the weights and scores are converged.
(a) We rst x graph weight u and compute LMG. We then update label scores z by the
following updating rule, which is similar to the single graph case:
z^ =

G+
Bias
Sqr
IN +
Net
Sqr
LMG
 1
Gy: (8)
(b) We x label scores z and update graph weights u by using the following updating rule:
u^k =
 +N
 + NetzTL
(k)z
; (9)
where  is a positive constant.
We note that this iterative algorithm can be also computed eciently, because as in the
preceding section, Eq. (8) shows the solution of a linear equation and Eq. (9) is also very simple.
Fig. 5 shows a pseudocode of the label propagation algorithm for multiple graphs.
3.4 Proposed Approach
The reliability of a graph is not necessarily uniform over the entire graph, which leads to the
idea of locally informative graphs. Furthermore locally informative subgraphs can be unevenly
distributed and overlapped with each other in a graph. On the other hand, K-LP uses only a weight
attached to each graph and cannot go further, meaning that K-LP cannot check the importance
9
||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
Input : X ;y;W (1); : : : ;W (K)
Output : z;u
Label propagation(X ;y;W (1); : : : ;W (K))
1: Fix Sqr, Bias and Net at arbitrary values
2: Set u at the uniform distribution, i.e. uk =
1
K for all k
3: repeat
4: Compute LMG with current u
5: Update z by using (8) and LMG
6: Update u by using (9) and current z
7: until some convergence criterion is satised.
||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
Figure 5: Pseudocode of K-LP: the label propagation algorithm for semi-supervised learning over
K graphs.
of subgraphs in given graphs. This indicates that K-LP would not be good enough in our problem
setting in practice. In fact we need to attach a weight to a latent subgraph in each given graph and
estimate the weight over all such latent graphs. We thus propose an approach which rst captures
cluster structures of each given graph, by which multiple graphs, corresponding to clusters, can be
generated, and then applies the label propagation to all generated graphs. Our approach allows
to nd signicant clusters (or subgraphs) underlying in given graphs as well as labels of unlabeled
examples. We hereafter call our approach LIG, standing for the approach for nding Locally
Informative subGraphs.
3.4.1 Extracting Cluster Structures as Graphs
We consider the latent cluster structures in each given graph. Let k;c(xn) be a score (or a
probability) that node xn is in cluster c of graph W
(k). We can then dene the (i; j)-element of
the graph, corresponding to cluster c of graph W (k), by using k;c(xn):
W (k;c)(i; j) := k;c(xi)k;c(xj)W
(k)(i; j)
That is, let E(k;c) be the diagonal matrix with the n-th diagonal element of k;c(xn), and we can
dene graph W (k;c):
W (k;c) := E(k;c)W (k)(i; j)E(k;c)
3.4.2 Proposed Algorithm
The idea behind LIG is to use the cluster structures obtained by soft spectral clustering for
label propagation on multiple graphs. More concretely, from the results of soft spectral clustering,
we can use probability p(cjxn) (of the k-th graph) as score k;c(xn) in generatingW (k;c), allowing
us to have graphs, each corresponding to a latent cluster in given graphs. We can then run K-LP
over all generated K  C graphs. Fig. 6 shows a pseudocode of our proposed algorithm. For
each given graph W (k), we rst run the soft spectral clustering of Fig 4 (Line 2). We then set
k;c(xn) to p(cjxn), which was obtained by soft spectral clustering, for all c and n (Line 3). We
then compute similarity matrix W (k;c)of the graph, corresponding to the c-th cluster of graph
W (k) (Line 4). Finally we run K-LP, i.e. the label propagation algorithm of Fig. 5, over all K C
graphs generated in the above procedure and have label scores z and graph weights u (Line 6).
We note that graph weights u are obtained over all K  C generated graphs.
We note that K-LP is a special case of LIG, i.e. LIG with C = 1.
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||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
Input : X ;y;W (1); : : : ;W (K); C
Output : z;u
Proposed algorithm(X ;y;W (1); : : : ;W (K); C)
1: for k = 1; : : : ;K do
2: p(CjX ) Soft spectral clustering(X ;W (k); C)
3: k;c(xn) = p(cjxn) (c = 1; : : : ; C; n = 1; : : : ; N)
4: Compute W (k;c) from E(k;c) and W (k)
5: end for
6: (z;u) Label propagation(X ;y;W (1); : : : ;W (K;C))
||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
Figure 6: Pseudocode of LIG: our semi-supervised learning algorithm for capturing locally infor-
mative subgraphs from multiple graphs.
3.4.3 Time-Complexity
Our procedure, LIG, can be divided into three parts: spectral decomposition, soft clustering and
label propagation. At rst, a rough estimation of the time complexity of spectral decomposition is
linear in jEj, i.e. the number of edges of a given graph. Thus as we repeat spectral decomposition
over K graphs, the time complexity of this step can be roughly K  jEj. The soft clustering and
K-LP both contain iterative procedures, which make it hard to compute the total computational
amount. Thus we check the computational complexity of each iterative step in the soft clustering
and K-LP. Each step of the soft clustering on a graph needs O(C  N), and for K graphs, the
complexity can be O(K  C N). The time complexity of each step of K-LP is O(K  (jEj+N)),
and our procedure run K-LP over K  C graphs instead of K graphs, resulting in that the time
complexity of K-LP for our case is O(K C  (jEj+N)). Thus totally the time complexity of LIG
can be considered to be O(K  C  (jEj+N)) for each step of K-LP. We note that practically K,
the number of given graphs, is not usually large and C is set at a small number (which can be
considered as a constant), meaning that the complexity is linear to the number of nodes (or edges
in a graph). This indicates that LIG is time-ecient.
On the other hand, a kernel-based approach rst needs O(N3) to generate a graph kernel,
such as diusion kernel [27, 28], from a given graph in a standard manner2 [8]. Kernel-based
approaches then use quadratic programming in most cases, which is processed by a solver, usually
with a standard mathematical software, and then the complexity must be high but unclear. Totally
the amount of computation time of a kernel-based approach must be much larger than that of
LIG, and this generates a sizable dierence for large graphs in practical applications.
4 Experimental Results
4.1 Procedure
We rst used both synthetic and real data to evaluate the performance of LIG, setting at C = 3
and comparing with three other methods: 1) K-LP [17], corresponding to LIG of C = 1, 2) an
ecient semi-supervised learning method for multiple graphs [8]. This method avoids SDP-based
SVM. We call this method TSS, and 3) LMK [23], which is for multiple graphs by using SVM.
Once again we here briey review LMK. LMK has multiple kernel functions, each corresponding
to one graph, and each kernel function has a weight, making the kernel function localized and
2In addition, a kernel matrix is usually dense (even though a given graph is sparse), which heavily aects the
space-complexity.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 7: Templates to generate synthetic data (Data 1: (a) and (b), Data 2: (c), Data 3: (d)
and (e), Data 4: (d), (e) and (f), Data 5: (g) and (h) and Data 6: (e) and (h)).
being used when combining multiple graphs. Weights correspond to gating functions, each having
the central vector and being proportional to the inner product between the feature vector of each
node and the center vector. In [23], weights are optimized by alternately updating gate functions
with a gradient method and running SVM with SMO. In our experiments, for each node, we used
the edge connectivity as the feature vector. Weight optimization was in the same manner as in
[23]. Note that LMK needs a heavy computational load, by which we were unable to run LMK
for real data and synthetic datasets with 1,000 nodes.
We then checked the time-eciency of LIG, comparing with the competing methods, by in-
creasing the size of synthetic datasets in a general setting.
Throughout all experiments in this paper, we used  = 2 for soft spectral clustering, and
Sqr = N; Bias =
1
N ; Net = 1 and  = 1 for label propagation
3. This setting was also applied
to K-LP. We optimized regularization parameters of TSS and LMK in an appropriate range for
each case. All experiments were run on an IBM x3455 server with Dual-Core AMD Opteron(TM)
Processor 2222SE 2.9 GHz and main memory of 48GB for our experiments.
4.2 Performance on Synthetic Data
4.2.1 Parameters for Data Generation
We have four parameters in generating synthetic data, for three inputs, i.e. X (examples), y (la-
bels) and W (graphs):
1. X : The number of examples, i.e. N , is the parameter, which was xed at 300 rst and then
1,000. LMK is time-consuming, by which we had to skip showing the result of LMK over
the graph of 1,000 nodes.
2. y: Out of all N examples, we randomly chose examples to be labeled by either of two: +1
or -1. The ratio of labeled examples to all examples, i.e. L=N , is the parameter for y. We
varied this value in our experiments.
3. W : We randomly generated edges of each input graph, i.e. W , according to a template.
Each template is a N N binary matrix, i.e. a graph of N nodes (x1; : : : ; xN ), specifying
whether each of N nodes, i.e. examples, can connect to another of N nodes. That is, given
3Another item of note is that we used normalized graph Laplacian for soft spectral clustering and graph Laplacian
for label propagation, as shown in the Method section.
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Figure 8: AUC (and standard deviation) of LIG and K-LP at N = 300 and dout = 0:03 when
varying L=N in Data (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3, (d) 4, (e) 5 and (f) 6.
a template, if an element is white colored, the corresponding two nodes can be connected;
otherwise the two nodes cannot. Fig. 7 shows a list of templates which we used in our ex-
periments. For example, (c) is a template with three white areas (or clusters), meaning that
nodes can be connected with each other within each of the three areas. That is, x1; : : : ; xN
3
can be connected with each other, which is shown in the upper-left one, xN
3 +1
; : : : ; x 2N
3
can
be also connected with each other, shown in the center, and x 2N
3 +1
; : : : ; xN can be connected
with each other, which is shown in the the lower-right one. Our random edge generation has
two parameters: dIN, which is the ratio of linked edges to all possible edges in clusters (the
white areas in templates), and dOUT, which is the ratio of linked edges to all possible edges
which are not in clusters (the black areas in templates). We note that as dIN is increased
more, the clusters can be more easily captured4. On the other hand, dOUT is like a noise
ratio, meaning that capturing clusters is harder with increasing dOUT. We xed dIN at 0.1
and changed the value of dOUT.
We then have totally two controllable parameters: L=N and dOUT.
4.2.2 Evaluation Procedure
To evaluate the classication accuracy of each method, we computed AUC (Area under the ROC
curve) [29, 30] by using the predicted scores over unlabeled examples. That is, for each parameter
4We note that clusters are assigned independent of labels, meaning that clusters are not necessarily consistent
with labels.
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Figure 9: AUC (and standard deviation) of LIG and K-LP at N = 300 and dout = 0:05 when
varying L=N in Data (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3, (d) 4, (e) 5 and (f) 6.
setting, we randomly generated datasets fty times and computed the average AUC (and the
standard deviation) over fty runs from predicted label scores for unlabeled examples.
4.2.3 Results
Data 1: We started with a simple case. True labels were set at +1 for x1; : : : ; xN
2
and  1 for
xN
2 +1
; : : : ; xN . We generated W
(1) and W (2) from the two templates, shown in Fig. 7 (a) and
(b), respectively. As described in the above, we randomly generated edges according to dIN in the
white areas and dOUT in the black areas. Simply then the edges of W
(1) drawn according to dIN
were those between examples with the label of +1, and the edges ofW (2) drawn according to dIN
were those between examples with the label of  1. Thus, even if we combine these two graphs
equally, the labels should be predicted well, meaning that K-LP will work. However, Figs. 8 (a), 9
(a), 10 (a) and 11 (a), which are the AUC of competing methods at N = 300 for various L=N
and dOUT shows that LIG clearly outperformed K-LP and LMK in all cases, while TSS achieved
a good performance, being slightly better than LIG in particularly higher dOUT . Figs. 14 (a), 15
(a), 16 (a) and 17 (a) show the AUC of competing methods at N = 1; 000 for various L=N and
dOUT. The feature observed by the case of N = 300 was kept for N = 1; 000, where however
the performance dierence among the three competing methods, LIG, K-LP and TSS was slight,
showing that all these methods achieved a high performance.
Data 2: Data 2 is a little more complicated than Data 1. True labels are set at +1 for
x1; : : : ; xN
3
,  1 for xN
3 +1
; : : : ; x 2N
3
and +1 for x 2N
3 +1
; : : : ; xN . We used Fig. 7 (c) for the template
of Data 2. We randomly generated W (1) and W (2) from this template, but W (3) was randomly
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Figure 10: AUC (and standard deviation) of LIG and K-LP at N = 300 and L=N = 0:2 when
varying dOUT in Data (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3, (d) 4, (e) 5 and (f) 6.
generated without using any template. Thus, this case, K-LP has to combine these three graphs
with more weights on W (1) and W (2), but it would be harder to do so with increasing noise
more as well as with decreasing labeled examples. Figs. 8 (b), 9 (b), 10 (b) and 11 (b) show the
AUC of four competing methods on Data 2 at N = 300 when L=N and dOUT are changed. This
time, we can see that LIG clearly outperformed three other methods in all cases, particularly
for more noisy cases (dOUT is larger) and a smaller number of labels (L=N is smaller), as we
expected. Note that the performance of TSS is signicantly worse than other three methods,
probably because TSS could not adopt to a more complex dataset like Data 2. This indicates
that LIG is more useful in real situations. Fig. 12 shows one example of a result, where the three
graphs which are weighted most by LIG (where more weighted edges are colored brighter in each
graph). This gure shows that the brightest part in each of the three graphs corresponded to a
dierent cluster in Fig. 7 (c) exactly, meaning that LIG captured each of these three clusters, i.e.
locally informative subgraphs. Figs. 14 (b), 15 (b), 16 (b) and 17 (b) show the AUC of LIG, K-LP
and TSS, at N = 1; 000 for various L=N and dOUT. The results of these gures kept the feature
obtained by the case of N = 300. Again, LIG clearly outperformed K-LP and TSS for the data
with larger amount of noise or with a smaller number of labels, where the performance of TSS is
far worse than both LIG and K-LP.
Data 3: Data 3 is more complex. True labels were set at +1 for x1; : : : ; xN
2
and  1 for
xN
2 +1
; : : : ; xN . We generated two graphs, W
(1) and W (2) from the two templates, shown in
Fig. 7 (d) and (e), respectively. Fig. 7 (e) had a large cluster, which contained both examples
labeled by +1 and those by  1, disturbing correct classication on the examples covered by this
cluster. Thus, K-LP should weight W (1) more, but it would be more dicult with increasing
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Figure 11: AUC (and standard deviation) of LIG and K-LP at N = 300 and L=N = 0:6 when
varying dOUT in Data (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3, (d) 4, (e) 5 and (f) 6.
noise and decreasing labeled examples. Figs. 8 (c), 9 (c), 10 (c) and 11 (c) show the AUC of
four competing methods on Data 3 at N = 300 when L=N and dOUT are changed. These results
clearly show that LIG outperformed other three methods, pronouncing the advantage of LIG for
fewer labels and a larger amount of noise, conrming the eectiveness of our approach in a more
real situation. Fig. 13 shows the top three most weighted graphs by LIG, as in Fig. 12. This
gure shows that the brightest parts shown in these graphs were all correct in classication, and
the large noisy cluster was not in the top three. Figs. 14 (c), 15 (c), 16 (c) and 17 (c) show the
AUC of LIG, K-LP and TSS, at N = 1; 000 for various L=N and dOUT. The results had almost
a similar feature obtained by the case of N = 300, conrming the advantage of LIG over other
methods in more real cases.
Data 4: Data 4 is similar to Data 3. True labels were set at +1 for x1; : : : ; xN
2
and  1 for
xN
2 +1
; : : : ; xN . We generated three graphsW
(1),W (2) andW (3) from the three templates, shown
in Fig. 7 (d), (e) and (f) respectively. This case, Fig. 7 (f) was the reverse of Fig. 7 (d), and this
means that the diculty of this data was also from the large cluster of Fig. 7 (e). Figs. 8 (d), 9
(d), 10 (d) and 11 (d) show the AUC of four competing methods on Data 4 at N = 300 when
L=N and dOUT are changed. Similarly Figs. 14 (d), 15 (d), 16 (d) and 17 (d) show the AUC at
N = 1; 000 for LIG, K-LP and TSS. These results conrmed the performance advantage of LIG
over other methods again, particularly emphasizing on a smaller number of labeled examples and
a larger number of noisy edges. Thus this data also revealed the eectiveness of LIG.
Data 5: True labels were set at +1 for x1; : : : ; xN
2
and  1 for xN
2 +1
; : : : ; xN . We generated
two graphs W (1) and W (2) from the two templates, shown in Fig. 7 (g) and (h), respectively.
These graphs had some clusters overlapped between two dierent labels, such as the center part
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Figure 12: Top three most weighted graphs (where brighter edges are weighted more) in Data 2
by LIG.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 13: Top three most weighted graphs (where brighter edges are weighted more) in Data 3
by LIG.
of Fig. 7 (h), implying that this was the most dicult case to learn in the six datasets of this
experiment. Figs. 8 (e), 9 (e), 10 (e) and 11 (e) show the AUC of four competing methods on Data
5 at N = 300, changing L=N and dOUT. Similarly Figs. 14 (e), 15 (e), 16 (e) and 17 (e) show the
AUC at N = 1; 000 for LIG, K-LP and TSS. These results showed the performance advantage of
LIG over other methods, being clearer than the previous synthetic datasets particularly for both
fewer labels and higher noise ratios, meaning that LIG was more powerful than other methods
for this type of harder case, which might be close to real data.
Data 6: True labels were set at +1 for x1; : : : ; xN
2
and  1 for xN
2 +1
; : : : ; xN . We then
generated two graphs W (1) and W (2) from the two templates, shown in Fig. 7 (e) and (g),
respectively. This was also a hard case to classify examples, because of the clusters covering
examples with dierent labels. Figs. 8 (f), 9 (f), 10 (f) and 11 (f) show the AUC on this data at
N = 300, and Figs. 14 (f), 15 (f), 16 (f) and 17 (f) show that at N = 1; 000. Clearly this result
also conrmed the performance improvement of LIG over other methods, particularly for the case
closer to a real, noisy situation.
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Figure 14: AUC (and standard deviation) of LIG and K-LP at N = 1; 000 and dout = 0:03 when
varying L=N in Data (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3, (d) 4, (e) 5 and (f) 6.
Table 1: # of genes in each of thirteen classes.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
1048 242 600 753 335 578 479 264 193 411 192 306 81
4.3 Performance on Real Data
4.3.1 Experimental Procedure for Real Gene Function Prediction
We checked the performance of LIG on the problem of gene function prediction by using a real
dataset in [8]. This dataset has 3,558 genes, i.e. N = 3558, and ve graphs (or gene networks),
which share the same 3,558 genes (nodes) and have dierent edges from each other. These
ve graphs are 1) a protein domain network, 2) a protein complex network, 3) a protein-protein
(physical) interactions network, 4) a genetic interactions network and 5) a gene expression network.
Thirteen types of labels (which correspond to the most major functional categories, such as
metabolism, sorted by CYGD (Comprehensive Yeast Genome Database) [31]) are given, and a
gene can be multi-labeled. Table 1 shows the number of genes in each of the thirteen classes.
For each label type, we set a binary classication problem, meaning that we generated thirteen
dierent datasets (and binary classiers). We rst conducted 55-fold cross-validation on each of
these datasets and the performance was evaluated by AUC. That is, all nodes were divided into
ve folds, one being unlabeled (for testing) and the other four being labeled (for training), and
labels of unlabeled nodes were predicted by using labeled nodes. This was done over all ve folds,
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Figure 15: AUC (and standard deviation) of LIG and K-LP at N = 1; 000 and dout = 0:05 when
varying L=N in Data (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3, (d) 4, (e) 5 and (f) 6.
changing the unlabeled fold, and this division was repeated ve times totally. We then checked
experimental results, i.e. obtained graph components over the graphs.
4.3.2 Results
Table 2 shows the resultant AUC of LIG, K-LP (C=1) and TSS, where the best AUC is bold-
faced for each class. This table shows that LIG achieved the best AUC in eight classes, while
TSS achieved that in ve classes. One notable feature of this result was that the performance
improvement by LIG over K-LP and TSS was clearer for a smaller set of genes. For example,
LIG clearly outperformed K-LP and TSS for the 13th class, i.e. the smallest class. This result
might be natural, because a smaller set of genes is expected to be related with a particular part
(or subgraph) in given gene networks more strongly. Another point is that it might be looked
that the dierence in AUC between LIG and TSS was very small, but this is not. In fact, in the
ve classes where TSS achieved the best, you can see the dierence of AUC between TSS and the
best of LIG was only 1.2 % at maximum. On the other hand, LIG outperformed TSS signicantly
in most of the eight cases. For example, in the 13th class, LIG achieved AUC of 82% when C=5,
while that of TSS was just 70.5%. Table 3 shows the average AUC over 13 classes, indicating this
point clearly. This table shows that the average AUC by LIG was 83.5 to 83.8% (Note that C = 1
is K-LP) while that by TSS was only 80.9%. Furthermore, we can see that the performance was
almost saturated at C of ve already, indicating that it was sucient to set C at ve. This result
implies that for these networks, the most major ve or less clusters were important in the given
gene networks to classify genes in terms of their biological functions.
We then checked the graphs (or clusters) obtained by LIG. Since all 3,558 genes were too large
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Figure 16: AUC (and standard deviation) of LIG and K-LP at N = 1; 000 and L=N = 0:2 when
varying dOUT in Data (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3, (d) 4, (e) 5 and (f) 6.
to show in a single graph, we randomly chose 300 genes. Fig. 18 shows the gene networks by
these 300 genes with clusters circled by red, for which node weights () were high5. These graphs
were only a part of all 3,558 genes, and so they were very sparse in some cases and contained a
lot of unconnected nodes. We rst note that red-circled clusters captured by LIG for a network
were basically dierent from those for another network. For example, the nodes of the most dense
subgraph in (a) were not connected at all in any of other networks. That is, this cluster is peculiar
to (a), i.e. the protein domain network. If all subgraphs were like this type of independent one,
K-LP might work well enough. However, on the other hand, some clusters (or subgraphs) were
shared by more than one gene networks. For example, the second dense subgraph circled by red
in (a) was also a subgraph in (c), and the subgraph colored red in (d) was also found in (c) and
(e). This case, it might be not so easy to emphasize (or attach a large weight to) only the network
with this type of subgraph by K-LP (or another existing graph-based semi-supervised learning
approach), because all graphs with this subgraph might be also emphasized and they might have
subgraphs which are irrelevant to classication. However, LIG allows to capture latent clusters
like them before running the label propagation, and the above problem can be avoided. This must
be a clear advantage of LIG.
4.4 Real Execution Time
Finally Fig. 19 shows the average execution time of LIG and other competing methods over three
runs6 with increasing the number of examples (nodes) of Data 2 in synthetic data, with L=N = 0:5,
5We removed nodes which were unconnected throughout all ve networks.
6The computation time was kept almost the same for all three runs.
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Figure 17: AUC (and standard deviation) of LIG and K-LP at N = 1; 000 and L=N = 0:6 when
varying dOUT in Data (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3, (d) 4, (e) 5 and (f) 6.
dIN = 0:1 and dOUT = 0:025. We note that the computation time of LMK is just by one trial.
This is a log-log plot, showing the linearity of the computation time of LIG with respect to the
example (node) size. Precisely LIG is C times slower than K-LP, because the input of the label
propagation part of LIG is K C graphs instead of K graphs in K-LP. However this gure clearly
shows that this point did not matter for a larger number of examples, say the case of 104 examples
(nodes). In fact, this gure indicates that LIG with C of any size, TSS and K-LP needed almost
the same amount of computation time for the dataset with 104 examples. On the other hand,
we note that the computation time of LMK is far larger than that of LIG, TSS and K-LP. This
means that the computational cost of LMK is more serious, because this time is just from only
one trial, while LMK needs a number of trials with dierent initial values. By LIG, it was only
around 103 seconds (roughly 15 minutes) to combine three graphs with 10,000 nodes. We stress
that we obtained a similar result on real computation time for each of other synthetic datasets.
5 Concluding Remarks
We have proposed a time-ecient and powerful approach for semi-supervised learning using multi-
ple graphs. Our approach is a reasonable combination of soft spectral clustering with time-ecient
label propagation, which allows to consider latent cluster structures in each graph directly. An
interesting point is that if we use some large number for the number of clusters, soft spectral
clustering will capture all informative clusters, which can be ordered by using eigenvalues and will
be further weighted by label propagation. This implies that our approach is released from the
problem of deciding the optimal number of clusters. We have demonstrated the eectiveness and
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Table 2: AUC (%) of LIG, with changing C (C=1 corresponding to K-LP), and TSS
Class 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
LIG
C= 1 84.4 83.1 76.6 82.6 87.3 78.6 85.0 74.2 77.4 70.8 56.2 91.9 64.9
C= 5 85.4 84.6 83.9 86.2 91.3 83.7 88.1 79.0 83.3 79.5 64.3 93.7 82.0
C=10 85.2 85.4 83.7 87.2 91.5 84.2 87.6 80.0 83.8 79.6 63.9 93.6 81.8
C=15 85.8 85.1 83.4 87.3 91.8 83.7 87.9 80.1 83.8 78.9 64.4 94.2 80.9
C=20 85.8 85.2 83.8 87.1 92.0 84.1 88.0 80.6 83.8 79.1 64.6 94.1 81.7
TSS 86.0 85.7 81.5 88.3 89.3 85.4 85.1 75.3 77.0 75.8 57.7 94.7 70.5
Table 3: Average AUC (%) of LIG, changing C (C=1 corresponding to K-LP) and TSS
C 1 5 10 15 20 TSS
AUC 77.9 83.5 83.6 83.6 83.8 80.9
eciency of our approach by using both synthetic and real datasets. Experimental results clearly
revealed the signicant performance achievements, the time-eciency over a large network and
the output comprehensibility of our method.
Locally informative subgraphs are highly connected nodes, which are consistent with label
information. This means that LIG is advantageous as long as edge connectivity is consistent with
label information, while it would be hard for LIG to work under the following two situations: 1)
labels are inconsistent with graph structures and 2) graphs are not structured well in terms of
clusters, such as highly dense graphs.
In Section 4.3, we have thirteen classes, for which we set thirteen binary classication problems.
One gene can have multiple functions, implying that this setting is reasonable, while it would be
more ecient if we can assign multiple labels for each node at once. Thus one possible future
work would be to develop a method which allows to deal with multi-class problems directly. It
would be also interesting to build a method which can assign a score to a node showing whether
it belongs to a class and can further rank nodes by using the attached scores. This would be
useful in real settings where labels are assigned by performing experiments with high costs, such
as those in molecular biology, because we can design experiments to be conducted in an order,
according to the predicted scores. Another possibility is to consider using given labels in the rst
(clustering) step of our approach, by which the performance of the nal label propagation might
be improved.
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